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Corporation accounts ... and reports of the chiefs of departments 1884

James V suffered the fate of many a son of a famous father in being somewhat overshadowed not only by his father James IV but also by his internationally renowned daughter Mary Queen of Scots but no one would deny the importance of his reign embracing as it did the establishment of the court of session the birthpangs of religious dissent and the growth of royal power to such a remarkable extent that this king could leave his kingdom for nine months in 1536-7 without fear of rebellion. Jamie Cameron concentrates on James V's style of government and relations with his nobility and challenges the widely held view of a vindictive and irrational king motivated largely by greed who antagonised most of his leading magnates and met his just deserts when they refused to support him in 1542. This book offers a different view and presents us with a rounded picture of a king whose approach to government in spite of some personal defects closely resembles that of his supposedly more popular father and like James IV himself retained impressive magnate support to the end of his reign.

Remains, Historical and Literary, Connected with the Palatine Counties of Lancaster and Chester 1863

This book is a collection of essays on ghostly fiction by Henry James. The contributors analyze James's use of the ghost story as a subgenre and the difficult theoretical issues that James's texts pose.
for over 100 years the international critical commentary has had a special place amongst works on the bible this new volume on james brings together all the relevant aids to exegesis linguistic textual archaeological historical literary and theological to enable the scholar to have a complete knowledge and understanding of this old testament book allison incorporates new evidence available in the field and applies new methods of studies no uniform theological or critical approach to the text is taken

General Index to the Remains Historical and Literary 1863

in this volume mr roberts analyzes james artistic faith the ideas enmeshed in the story of one story as james calls his prefaces he traces james development as a critic from rather crude beginnings to the finely wrought criticism of his mature years

Chesters Triumph in Honor of Her Prince 1844

the vestry book of albemarle parish is one of the priceless original public records of the old dominion that has survived the vicissitudes of time wars invasions fire and neglect now for the first time the vestry book is widely available to researchers owing to the transcription efforts of virginia lee hutcheson davis and andrew wilburn hogwood
today we take it for granted that history is much more than the story of great men and the elites from which they spring other forms of history the histories of gender class rebellion and nonconformity add much needed context and color to our understanding of the past but this has not always been so in clr james s the black jacobins we have one of the earliest and most defining examples of how history from below ought to be written james s approach is based on his need to resolve two central problems to understand why the haitian slave revolt was the only example of a successful slave rebellion in history and also to grasp the ways in which its history was intertwined with the history of the french revolution the book s originality and its value rests on its author s ability to ask and answer productive questions of this sort and in the creativity with which he proved able to generate new hypotheses as a result as any enduring work of history must be the black jacobins is rooted in sound archival research but its true greatness lies in the originality of james s approach

Bulletin 1976

the pharisee and the publican by john bunyan published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible
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